Eating an enemy prevents them from regenerating that damage and is very lethal. Vitality can reduce and play-action pass a play in which a handoff is faked to the running back, who pretends to hold the ball in his arms while the quarterback passes. playbook a book containing a team's strategies and diagrammed plays. pocket behind the line of scrimmage, a pocket formed by blockers which the quarterback steps into to evade the pass rush. point spread in betting, the number of points by which one team is estimated to beat another team in a game. The Bridge World Magazine, Bridge Books, Bridge Articles, Learn Bridge, Play Bridge, bridge resources. The Mistakes You Make at Bridge (Master Bridge Series). The Mistakes You Make at Bridge (Master Bridge Series) [Reese, Terence, TrÃ©zel, Roger, Klinger, Ron] on Amazon.com. Play or Defend? book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers. This is an unusual problem book in the style of Diosy's There Must Be a Way.Â This is an unusual problem book in the style of Diosy's There Must Be a Way, in that the reader is shown all four hands and asked whether declarer or defense should prevail with best play. A fascinating challenge for the advancing player. Get A Copy. Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Play or Defend?: 68 Hands to Test Your Bridge Skill by Julian Pottage (2003, Trade Paperback) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!Â This is an unusual problem book in the style of Diosy's There Must Be a Way, in that the reader is shown all four hands and asked whether declarer or defense should prevail with best play. A fascinating challenge for the advancing player. Product Identifiers.